HOW TO ARRANGE “BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION” IN THE SOURCES SECTION

• Note: If you have a question about how to present the bibliographic information for a type of source not shown here, contact your Writing Instructor.
• Note: Bibliographic information within the full justified format will often appear with odd spacing; this is not a problem and no points will be deducted for this odd spacing of bibliographic information within your Sources section.
• Note: Do NOT put a space between sources in your SOURCES section or in your ADDITIONAL SOURCES section.

ELECTRONIC/DIGITAL/ONLINE SOURCES
Online articles from online newspapers, journals, websites

HARD COPY SOURCES
Hard copy book

Article from hard copy magazine, periodical, journal, newspaper

“UNPUBLISHED” SOURCES
Talks, lectures, interviews, email correspondence, conversations
[1] D. Budny. Email correspondence regarding opportunities in urban civil engineering. University of Pittsburgh Swanson School of Engineering. 9.20.2017